At the Millennium Plaza Doha you will find the perfect blend
of seamless hospitality with a welcome that is always warm and
genuine.
Doha is a smart, vibrant city – totally modern yet its proud
Islamic heritage shines through. Our chic contemporary hotel
is an unrivalled starting point for a successful business trip or a
magical holiday.

The Millennium Plaza Doha is perfectly positioned in Doha’s
busy business district in Al Sadd with quick and easy access to
Doha’s most interesting landmarks. A short distance away is
the beautiful bay, skirted by the elegant Corniche, a must for
an early evening stroll to check out the romantic traditional
dhow boats in the harbour. Close by, the impressive Museum
of Islamic Art is a cultural goldmine.
In walking distance are many luxury boutiques, electronic
retailers, jewellers, global retail outlets and every type of eating
establishment. There is the historical charm of Souq Waqif,
Doha’s vibrant market where many treasures can be found.

Travel distance from the Millennium Plaza Doha to:
Souq Waqif				

5km

Villaggio Mall				

9.5km

Hamad International Airport		

20km

Our designated conference level provides 700 sqm of
prestigious flexible meeting space for all types of meetings and
events. Its high-class décor, state-of-the art technology and the
accomplished service of our experienced team adds an extra
level of polished professionalism to each event.
The Scarlet Ballroom is a gracious elegant space which can host
formal banquets, cocktail parties and seminars, accommodating
up to 200 people.
For smaller meetings and training sessions, there are five
meeting rooms of varying sizes all superbly appointed. Most
rooms have natural day light offering the most up-todate facilities, as digital signage, large LED TVs and video
conferencing.

All types of events could be also held at our SOL Pool.
Located at the 3rd floor of the hotel, this outdoor space
provides an inspirational backdrop to both casual and formal
gatherings for up to 80 guests.
Our dedicated team is highly trained to provide tailor made
programs, live events and a fully-fledged operational service
that ensures the success of every event.
Please see the table and diagram below for more information
on the different venues we are able to offer at the Millennium
Plaza Doha.

